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A prerequisite ~For higher-level visual tasks such as object recognition is a segmentation of the image 
into distinct two-dimensional regions. While it has long been assumed that the human visual system 
jointly exploits region and boundary cues for image segmentation, we report the results of 
psychophysical experiments which suggest hat the visual system relies on geometric properties of 
bounding contours such as closure and not on the texture of the two-dimensional regions they 
partition. These findings suggest hat the visual system may code and links contours into coherent 
shapes before surface properties are conjoined. © 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd 
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INTRODUCTION 
Our perceptions of surface properties like reflectance, 
colour and surface cmwature depend strongly on the 
nature of the contours that bound the surfaces (Werner, 
1935; O'Brien, 1958; Craik, 1966; Cornsweet, 1970; 
Ramachandran, 1988; Paradiso & Nakayama, 1991). An 
adaptation to texture of a classical colour contrast effect 
(Koffka, 1915; MacKay, 1973) demonstrates how con- 
tour can influence the perception of surface texture as 
well (Fig. 1). Although the ring in Fig. l(a) is homo- 
geneously textured, the difference between left and right 
background texture densities induces a subtle effect 
analogous to a brightne,;s illusion for luminance: dots in 
the left hemi-ring appear slightly darker and more 
numerous. Bisecting the ring into two hemi-rings with a 
straight contour amplifies the illusion dramatically [Fig. 
l(b)]. Segmenting the ring from the background with two 
concentric ontours greatly reduces the effect [Fig. l(c)]. 
Just as contour and region properties interact to 
determine surface perception, it has long been assumed 
that both types of inforn~tation are jointly exploited by the 
neural processes respon,dble for the perceptual grouping 
of form. For example, in complex scenes where due to 
occlusions and shadows the objects appear in the image 
as disconnected fragments, the visual system could use 
both the colours and textures interior to the figures and 
the incomplete boundary information to group the image 
fragments and uncover the shapes of the objects. Gestalt 
psychologists u ed the aJaalogy of an oil droplet in water: 
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just as the shape of the oil is determined by forces over its 
surface as well as binding forces throughout i s volume, 
so is a visual form an equilibrium between forces acting 
along its contours and within its interior (Koffka, 1935). 
Bar low (1981) proposed a set of "linking features" which 
are detected in striate cortex and grouped in pre-striate 
areas to provide figure/ground segregation. Features uch 
as orientation are used to group bounding edges, while 
others, including texture and colour, are collected over 
image regions corresponding to surfaces in the scene. 
Numerous computer vision algorithms attempt o com- 
bine boundary and region information to segment objects 
in an image (Marr, 1982; Zucker, 1986; Nitzberg, 
Mumford & Shiota, 1993; Lee, 1995). 
Despite its intuitive appeal, inherent limitations of 
region-grouping computations lead us to question this 
model of perceptual grouping. Region-grouping algo- 
rithms apply smoothness orhomogeneity constraints over 
image regions to compute a segmentation. For example, 
an image may be segmented into regions of roughly 
constant texture density. However, structures in a natural 
image often do not obey these homogeneity constraints. 
An animal, for example, may have very different 
markings on different parts of its body, so that a 
region-grouping algorithm would not recover the animal 
as a single structure. Geometric regularities of the 
boundary, on the other hand, may persist over fluctua- 
tions in brightness and colour, so that boundary 
computations may in principle be used to segment 
complete structures despite variations in surface reflec- 
tance and illumination. 
Testing the separate influence of region and boundary 
cues on perceptual grouping is difficult because region 
and boundary properties are normally confounded: 
textured objects project both textured regions and texture 
boundaries to the image. To surmount this problem, we 
employed artificial images composed of fragmented 
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FIGURE 1. A texture contrast illusion demonstrating the influence of contour on surface perception. (a) A ring defined by a 
homogeneous random dot texture of density 10%, overlaying abipartite random dot field of 1 and 50% densities• Inthis figure, 
the texture fields provide boundary information through local density differences, as well as surface information. The difference 
between left and right background ensities induces asubtle ffect analogous to a brightness illusion for luminance: dots in the 
left hemi-ring appear slightly darker and more numerous• (b) Bisecting the ring into two hemi-rings with a straight contour 
amplifies the illusion• (c) Segmenting the ring from the background with two concentric ontours greatly reduces the effect. 
outline figures and sparse textures to decouple boundary 
and region information and assess their individual 
psychophysical effects. 
We employed two different methods to explore the 
roles of boundary and region information in perceptual 
grouping. First, we employed a visual search methodol- 
ogy (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Gormican, 
1988; Cave & Wolfe, 1990; Enns & Rensink, 1990; He & 
Nakayama, 1992) to measure response time for distin- 
guishing a fragmented target shape in a field of 
fragmented distractor shapes. The role of putative 
grouping cues in speeding fragment integration was then 
assessed by measuring their effect on response time for 
shape discrimination. In a second series of experiments, 
we examined the role of boundary and region properties 
as potential grouping cues for the recognition of 
individual figures rendered in isolation at near-threshold 
contrasts. 
For both discrimination and recognition tasks, the 
basic stimuli were composed of two unconnected but 
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FIGURE 2. Basic stimuli used in both discrimination a d recognition 
experiments. 
nearby contours (Fig. 2). The contour segments were the 
same for both concave and convex stimuli, which thus 
differed only in how the: segments placed relative to each 
other, bending inward for the concave stimuli and 
outward for the convex. The stimuli were chosen so that 
discrimination or recognition was based on properties of 
two-dimensional shape (e.g. concavity), requiring that 
figure fragments be grouped into coherent wo-dimen- 
sional figures. 
EXPERIMENT 1: SHAPE DISCRIMINATION 
Methods  
Visual search displays were created on a 60 Hz, non- 
interlaced colour Amtren monitor, driven by a Symbolics 
3640 computer. Subjects at in a dimly lit room, ca 1 m 
from the screen. Stimuli were drawn at 72 cd/m 2 on a 
background of luminance 9.7 cd/m 2, and were positioned 
and oriented pseudorandomly in the display with a 
minimum tip-to-tip spacing of 70% of stimulus ize. Two 
stimulus scales were employed: small-scale stimuli 
subtended ca 0.5 deg × 0.5 deg of visual arc, large-scale 
stimuli subtended ca 2.5 deg × 2.5 deg of visual arc. The 
large-scale stimuli were produced by doubling the size of 
the stimuli drawn on the screen, and reducing viewing 
distance from 1 m to 40 cm*. 
The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3. First, an example 
of the target for which 'the subject will be searching was 
shown [Fig. 3(a)]. The subject then pressed a mouse 
button to trigger a block of visual search trials. Within a 
block, the shape and potential grouping cues for both 
target and distractor remained the same. In each trial, a 
display was presented which always contained exactly 
one concave target and 15 convex distractors [Fig. 3(b)]. 
When the target was detected, the subject clicked a 
mouse button and the response time for detection was 
recorded. At the same time, the visual search display was 
replaced by a validation display in which the stimulus 
*Dots and lines were drawn at 1-pixel width for both small and large 
stimuli, and therefore scaled at half the scaling of the stimuli in 
degrees of visual arc. This avoided the undesirable vel of 
blocking and jagginess observed when full scaling was employed. 
tlnterestingly, response time rose more rapidly for inward isplace- 
ment han for outward isplacement. An explanation for this may 
lie in the fact hat completing a contour through inwardly-displaced 
dots requires greater totat curvature than for outwardly-displaced 
dots. If contour completion is based on such constraints (e.g. 
Ullman, 1976; Horn, 1983; Kass, Witkin & Terzopoulos, 1987; 
Mumford, 1992), total curvature may affect the speed or efficacy of 
contour grouping. 
positions were represented by small reference dots [Fig. 
3(c)]. The subject had to correctly identify the target 
location (by clicking on the appropriate dot) for the trial 
to be considered valid. If an error was made, the trial is 
rejected. This sequence was continued until the subject 
had correctly identified the target in 10 trials. A single 
block of trials was performed for each stimulus pair, in 
random order. Eleven subjects were used in all visual 
search experiments. Error bars on all graphs indicate 
standard error of the mean. 
The procedure used here differs from the traditional 
visual search method (Treisman & Gelade, 1980), which 
may be subject to a systematic bias arising from a 
correlation between subject errors and response time. A 
comparison of the two procedures and a discussion of the 
advantages of the method used here can be found in Elder 
and Zucker (1993). 
Before each experiment, subjects completed a practice 
sequence identical to the recorded session, but including 
only two trials for each block. In addition, for every block 
in the recorded session, the first trial for each block was 
used as practice, and the response times were not used in 
computing mean results, which are thus averaged over 
nine trials for each stimulus condition. 
Results 
In the first experiment, fragmented outline figures 
without texture were employed. Figure 4 shows how 
adding isolated dots along contour gaps speeds shape 
discrimination dramatically. Note that these added dots 
do not distinguish the target from the distractors directly, 
since the same dots are added to all of the shapes in the 
display. Rather, it appears that these dots effect a 
reduction in response time by increasing the closure of 
each figure, thereby aiding the perceptual grouping of the 
fragments into coherent two-dimensional forms. Recent 
psychophysical experiments employing diverse meth- 
odologies support this interpretation (Elder & Zucker, 
1991, 1993; Kovacs & Julesz, 1993; Elder & Zucker, 
1994). 
This experiment demonstrates that the neural processes 
responsible for perceptual grouping are highly sensitive 
to closure, but are these processes pecifically tuned to 
figure boundaries? Are there complementary region- 
grouping processes which exploit interior information 
such as texture? 
To address the question of boundary tuning, a stimulus 
pair of intermediate closure was selected. Displacing the 
dots orthogonally to the boundary (Fig. 5), we found that 
response time for shape discrimination i creased sharply 
with dot displacementt. The closure mechanism which 
binds the fragments together is evidently receptive only 
to information in a narrow field along the boundary. 
To test for the activity of complementary, region- 
grouping mechanisms, we first examined the effect of 
extending the dots on the figure boundaries to form 
regular texture patterns of increasing density (Fig. 6). 
Surprisingly, we found that this texture had no effect on 
shape discrimination until the dots were very closely 
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FIGURE 4. Contour closure as a grouping cue. Response time for two-dimensional shape discrimination dropped steeply as dots 
were added to fill gaps in the figure boundaries, indicating boundary closure as a grouping cue. The experiment was repeated at 
large and small scales, figures ubtending ca 2.5 deg x 2.5 deg and 0.5 deg × 0.5 deg of visual arc, respectively. Only concave 
target shapes are shown below graph. 
spaced, (dot separation:dot size ratio of  4:1, indicated by 
an arrow on the graphs), at which point response time 
actually increased. The density at which this occurred 
corresponds to the spacing at which dot sequences have 
been found to acquire the properties of contours (Zucker 
& Davis, 1988), suggesting an interference between 
contour grouping processes. No evidence for region- 
grouping is apparent. 
Natural surface textures are seldom perfectly regular, 
*An exception to this is the lower response time observed for small- 
scale stimuli when the dots are added to cover the entire interior of 
the figures [Fig. 7(b)], relative to the longer esponse times when 
the interiors are almost (but not quite) filled with dots (texture 
widths of 10 and 12). It is possible that in the latter cases, the 
interior texture boundaries form contours which interfere with 
grouping, as they appear to have done in the previous experiment. 
When the figures are uniformly filled with dots, these interfering 
texture boundaries vanish, and therefore response time decreases. 
This does not, however, explain why this effect is observed for 
small scales but not large scales. 
and are often better modelled stochastically. Employing 
uniformly distributed random dot textures (Fig. 7), we 
found that while dots distributed randomly near gaps in 
the figure boundaries do speed discrimination, response 
time rises as the dot patterns are spread into the figure 
interiors, again suggesting an interference with bound- 
ary-based grouping mechanisms*. While response time 
for texture-filled stimuli is lower than for stimuli with no 
texture, this appears to be due entirely to the dots near the 
boundary of  the stimuli which form the texture edges. 
Neither regular nor random textures over the interiors of 
figures appear to be exploited by region-grouping 
mechanisms in the same way that dots near the 
boundaries of the figures are exploited. 
EXPERIMENT 2: SHAPE IDENTIFICATION 
In the visual search experiments described above, the 
subject's task was twofold: first the figure fragments had 
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FIGURE 5. Boundary tuning of grouping mechanisms. As the dots were displaced orthogonally tothe boundary to be slightly 
outside or slightly inside the figure, response time increased sharply, indicating a specific tuning of the closure mechanism to
figure boundaries. Horizontal line with grey band indicate the mean and standard error of response time for fragments without 
closing dots• Figures subtended ca  0.5 deg x 0.5 deg of visual arc. 
)( 
to be grouped to form coherent shapes, then the target 
shape had to be discriminated from the clutter of 
distractors. With only these data, it is not clear whether 
the effect of closure is to disambiguate a cluttered 
display, or whether it is important for a fragmented 
figure, regardless of visual context. To resolve this 
uncertainty, a different psychophysical procedure was 
employed in which a single, low contrast figure was 
displayed very briefly, and the subject reported which of 
two possible shapes (concave or convex) was seen. 
Stimuli were chosen to directly address the relative 
importance of bound~y and region cues in perceptual 
grouping (Fig. 8). 
Methods 
On each trial, a randomly selected (concave or convex) 
stimulus (Fig. 2) wa,; briefly presented at random 
orientation. Background luminance was 9.7 cd/m 2. The 
contrast of the bent contour fragments was fixed at 6.7% 
for all experiments: at this contrast, recognition of the 
fragmented shape in the absence of grouping cues was 
just above chance (58%). The effect of a putative 
grouping cue (closure or texture) was measured as the 
contrast of the grouping cue was increased above 
threshold, while the contrast of the bent contour 
fragments remained fixed. The number of dots (32) and 
density (10%) of the dot texture was the same for all three 
conditions involving textures. For each trial, a fixation 
dot was displayed for 51)0 msec, followed by a 500 msec 
blank interval, and then by the stimulus, centrally 
displayed for 33.3 msec. The subject indicated which of 
the two possible shapes was seen by a left or right mouse 
click. The next trial began after a 500 msec blank 
interval. Subjects were provided feedback in the form of 
an audible tone for an :incorrect response. The effect of 
each putative grouping cue was tested at four contrasts 
(3.7, 8.2, 12.6, 18.0%) in sequences of80 trials consisting 
of one block at each contrast, in random order. Five 
blocks of 20 trials each were performed by each subject 
for each (stimulus, contrast) condition. Figures ubtended 
ca 0.5 deg × 0.5 deg of visual arc. Results were averaged 
over four subjects. 
Results 
Figure 8 shows that closing the fragments with solid 
bars dramatically improved shape recognition, whereas 
interior texture had no effect, whether or not the closing 
bars were present. However, splitting and shifting the 
interior texture to lie near the boundaries did improve 
recognition rates, indicating that it was not the sparseness 
of the dots which determined their lack of effect, but 
rather their geometric location. While dots near the 
boundary of the figure appear to play a role in perceptual 
grouping, dots within the interior are ignored. 
Since closure is found to act as a grouping cue even for 
single shapes presented in isolation, its role cannot be just 
to disambiguate complex displays. The fact that informa- 
tion within the interior of the figures has no effect in both 
of these very different psychophysical experiments 
provides converging evidence for boundary-specific 
grouping in the perceptual organization of form. 
EXPERIMENT 3: LINEAR FILTER MODELS OF 
DISCRIMINATION 
There have been numerous attempts to model visual 
search and texture discrimination with feed-forward 
systems based upon linear filters followed by simple 
non-linear steps uch as rectification and lateral inhibition 
(e.g. Julesz, Gilbert, Shepp & Frisch, 1973; Gurnsey & 
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FIGURE 6. Regular textures have no effect on the speed of fragment 
integration to support shape discrimination up to a critical dot-spacing 
(dot separation:dot size ratio of 4:1, indicated by an arrow on the 
graphs). At this point response time rises abruptly, suggesting an 
interference between contour grouping mechanisms. No evidence of 
texture as a grouping cue is apparent. Upper and lower horizontal lines 
with grey bands represent mean and standard error of response times 
for open figures and figures with four closing dots, respectively. 
Stimulus size is as for Fig. 4. Only target shapes are shown. 
Browse, 1989; Malik & Perona, 1990; Rubenstein & 
Sagi, 1990). Could such a system explain the discrimina- 
tion results reported here? 
One possible basis for discrimination is the slight 
difference in the response of small-scale filters to the 
acute and obtuse angles generated at the comers of the 
concave and convex stimuli, respectively. However, the 
results of previous experiments have shown that these 
small differences in angle are not the prime basis for 
discrimination (Eider & Zucker, 1993). In particular, 
performance depends trongly on whether the comers are 
inward-pointing or outward-pointing, even though the 
magnitude of the angular difference, and hence the 
difference in the response of small-scale filters, is the 
same (Fig. 9). 
Since the concave and convex stimuli are one- 
dimensionally equivalent, larger scale filters can only 
discriminate between concave and convex stimuli f they 
are responsive to the entire figures. Within the range of 
filter designs considered by existing models (centre- 
surround or oriented), discrimination could be achieved 
on the basis of the filter scale or aspect ratio at which filter 
response is maximal for the concave and convex stimuli. 
Since the concave stimuli are, on average, thinner than 
the convex stimuli, they would generate a maximum 
response in a smaller or more elongated filter (Fig. 10). 
To take a concrete xample, consider the difference-of- 
Gaussian filters used in the texture discrimination model 
of Malik and Perona (1990). The impulse response of 
these filters is given by 
1 x 2 y 2 f(x, y) -- . - ~e-((°.-~) +(o.-~)) 
(0.71o-) ~ 
1 2 e -  ((I-~4°) 2 +( L l~-~) 2) 
(1.14~r) 
The responses of these filters centred on the concave and 
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FIGURE 7. While adding randomly placed dots near the boundaries 
reduces response time for discrimination, extending the texture into the 
interior of the figures interferes with the boundary information, 
slowing response time. Again, there is no evidence that texture is 
exploited in grouping the figure fragments. Upper and lower horizontal 
lines with grey bands represent mean and standard error of response 
times for open figures and figures with randomly-placed dots near the 
boundary. Scales are as in Fig. 4. Only target shapes are shown. 
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grey band. While closure la~:l a dramatic effect on recognition rates, 
interior texture had no effect. Only concave shapes are shown on the 
graph: grouping cues are the same for convex shapes. Error bars 
indicate SEM. 
convex stimuli as a function of filter scale ~r are shown in 
Fig. 11. Note the differe.nce in the scale of peak response 
for the target and distractor stimuli. 
How could this theory account for the different search 
rates for open and closed figures? Notice that the 
responses to the open figures are 25-50% lower than 
the closed figure responses. If lateral inhibition weights 
were set appropriately, oriented responses to the one- 
dimensional components ofthe stimuli, while suppressed 
by centre-surround responses for the closed stimuli, 
might dominate in response to open stimuli. Since the 
target and distractor do not differ in their one-dimen- 
sional character, oriented filter responses do not differ 
Fast discrimination (27 msec/item) 
iacute Q!/pothetical ~tuse ~ 
Target small-scale Distractor 
filter 
Slow discriraination (112 msec/item) 
t I Ii / 
Target Distractor 
FIGURE 9. Results from previous experiments (Elder & Zucker, 1993) 
show that differences in the angle of the comers formed by the concave 
and convex stimuli are not the prime basis for discrimination. 
Performance is slowed dramatically when the comers are made 
outward-pointing, even though the angular difference between 
concave and convex stimul:i remains the same. This suggests that 
simple linear filtering on the scale of the comers of the stimuli cannot 
account for discrimination performance. 
Distractor 
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FIGURE 10. Larger scale filters may be differentially sensitive to 
concave and convex stimuli, as shown schematically here for centre- 
surround filters. Filter response peaks at a larger scale for convex 
stimuli than for concave stimuli. 
either, and thus provide no means for discrimination. 
This could lead to slow search rates for the open stimuli. 
To test whether this difference in optimal scale could 
be the basis for discrimination, we measured discrimina- 
tion performance when convex distractors were distrib- 
uted over a range of widths (Fig. 12). In this way, the 
optimal filter scale or aspect ratio for the distractors 
varied over a wide range in each display, so that the 
optimal filter for detecting the target was non-unique and 
near the middle of this range (Fig. 13). 
Methods 
As for Experiment 1, except that subjects were 
presented with blocks of 30 visual search trials (10 for 
each display size, randomly interleaved). 
Results 
Although a simple linear filter theory would predict 
that discrimination is impossible in this case, we found 
that discrimination speed differed only slightly from the 
case of fixed-size distractors (Fig. 14). Most importantly, 
performance r mains much better for closed stimuli than 
for open stimuli remained. These results suggest hat 
simple linear filter models for discrimination cannot 
account for the results reported in this paper. 
DISCUSSION 
Boundary grouping and texture segmentation 
Our results uggest that while the human visual system 
usefully exploits regularities of bounding contours for the 
purpose of perceptual grouping, region properties may 
not be exploited in a similar fashion. These findings may 
at first seem at odds with the large body of evidence for 
preattentive texture segmentation (e.g. Julesz, 1962, 
1981; Beck, 1982; Bergen & Adelson, 1988; Malik & 
Perona, 1990). However, since the abutting textures used 
in texture segmentation experiments ypically generate 
strong texture boundaries, egmentation may be achieved 
by the detection and grouping of these boundaries, and 
not by region grouping over homogeneously textured 
regions. While there is some controversy over this 
hypothesis (Nothdurft, 1992; Gurnsey & Laundry, 
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in texture segmentation, it may not play a role in the 
perceptual grouping of form. 
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FIGURE 12. (a) Stimuli used to test large-scale filter hypothesis. 
Distractors of varying widths are used in each display, so that the 
optimal filter scale or aspect ratio for the concave target is n O longer 
unique. The percentage difference in width relative to the concave 
targets is shown below each pair of  distractors. (b) Example visual 
search display for concave target in convex distractors of varying 
width. 
Boundaries, textures and attention 
Results of visual search and texture discrimination 
experiments are often interpreted in terms of a hypothe- 
sized dichotomy between attentional nd non-attentional 
systems (e.g. Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Julesz, 1981). In 
previous experiments (Elder & Zucker, 1993), we found 
that while the time required to discriminate a concave 
target from convex distractors increased rapidly as a 
function of the number of distractors when the stimuli 
were open (83 msec/item), response time increased less 
rapidly when the stimuli were closed (14 msec/item). 
This may be taken to mean that the amount of serial 
attentional processing required to discriminate closed 
shapes is less than that required for open shapes. 
These results are consistent with recent evidence that 
perceptual grouping on the basis of proximity and 
similarity may be disrupted by a competing attentional 
form identification task (Ben-Av, Sagi & Braun, 1992). 
Interestingly, Braun and Sagi (1991) have found that 
texture segmentation is relatively unaffected by a 
competing attentional task, suggesting a lower attentional 
requirement for texture segmentation than for perceptual 
grouping. 
Shape representation 
The main focus of this paper is on the role of boundary 
and region cues in the perceptual grouping of form. We 
have addressed this question i dependently of the issue of 
how form is actually represented by the visual system. 
The concave vs convex discrimination task used in our 
experiments requires arepresentational scheme which is 
at least wo-dimensional. There are many models of two- 
dimensional shape representation which are consistent 
with our results (e.g. Blum, 1973; Hoffman & Richards, 
1985; Biederman, 1988; Leyton, 1989; Kimia & Siddiqi, 
1995). Burbeck, Pizer, Morse, Ariely, Zuberman and 
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FIGURE 13. Filter responses to closed concave target ( ) and closed convex distractors of various widths (. • .). Note that 
there are now many optimal scales in the display, and several are very close the optimal target scale. 
Rolland (1996) have found recent evidence that the 
medial axis representation first proposed by Blum (1973) 
is consistent with psyclhophysical width discrimination 
experiments. However, as we have demonstrated above, 
width judgements do not seem to be the primary basis for 
discriminating concave from convex stimuli n our task. 
Thus our results do not favour any one of these particular 
models over the others. 
CONCLUSION 
We have argued that geometric boundary cues have a 
functional advantage over region cues in that hey can be 
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FIGURE 14. Shape discrimination with fixed-size and variable-size 
distractors. Performance for variable-size distractors is similar to 
performance for fixed-size distractors, providing evidence against 
simple linear-filter models for' this task (see text). Data is averaged over 
12 subjects. 
used to segment heterogeneous image structures. The 
results reported here support his argument, and give 
further credence to models of early visual processing 
which dichotomize contour geometry and surface feature 
processing (e.g. Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985). While the 
influence of contour on our perception of surface 
properties (Fig. 1) indicates that at some stage these 
systems must interact, psychophysical evidence suggests 
that his interaction may be postponed until later stages of 
visual processing. Classical and modern "metacontrast" 
experiments (Werner, 1935; Paradiso & Nakayama, 
1991), in which the perceived brightness of a briefly 
presented stimulus is altered when followed by a (nearly) 
closed contour, suggest hat the "filling-in" of region 
information follows the neural grouping of the bounding 
contour by between 50 and 150 msec. Recent neurophy- 
siological results how enhancements in neural response 
in the interior of figures, delayed by ca  90 msec relative 
to responses at the figure boundaries (Lee, Mumford & 
Schiller, 1995). Thus the grouping of object boundaries 
may be nearly complete by the time luminance, colour 
and texture properties are conjoined with the shape 
information derived from bounding contour. 
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